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Prelimirulry studies of the electrochemical properties of silicate melts such as those al'ailahle from heating
of lurulr matY? soils indicate that conductivities are high erumgh for design of a prw.:tical electrolytic
cell. 7he rultUIY! am/ kinetif:s of the elec:trode tY?actions, u •bich im ol11e IY!duction of Fe2' amt Si( IV)
and oxidation of silicate anions as the primary, product forming tY?actions, arr? also satisfactory. A sun'f."'.)'
of the efficiencies for production (amount of product for a gi1ier1 mmmt) of()~ Ffl'. am/ Si 0 as
functions of poterztia/ and of electrolyte composition indicate that coruiitions can he chosen to yiehl
high production efficiencies. We also conclude that electronic condm:tillity does not occur to a significant
extent. &lsed on these data, a cell with electrodes of 30 m 2 in atY?a operating hetUl('f..'11 I wul 5 V with
a cum.'1lt hetuoeer1 1.6 and 3.5 x /0 5 A for a mean power requilY!ffU'1ll of 0. 54 MW wu/ total £'1wrgy
use of -13 Mlf'hr per 24-br day would produce I tonne of o_, 0.81 tonne of Fe". 0.65 tonne of Sl'
(as Ffl'-Sl' alloy), and about 3. 5 tonnes of silicate melt of altered composition per 24 hr. Adjustable
distance hetU'l'f..'11 electmdes could offer flexibility uith respect to feedstock and pouoer source.

INTRODUCTION
As the hreadth of activities in near-Earth space increases, we
will need increasing amounts of materials for use there. Because
of Earth's suhstantial gravitational well, the ratio of payload
delivered per unit of launch energy is rather low, even for hauling
materials to low-Earth orhit (1£0) (.300-500km). The Moon has
only one-sixth the gravity of Earth, and a given amount of energy
will hoost many times as much payload from the surface of the
Moon to LEO as from the surface of Earth to 1£0. Because the
cost of each launch from Earth is high, it is possihle that the Moon
could he a cheaper source than the Earth for hulky, relatively
unspecialized materials for use in space. Comparisons must
include the comhined costs of mining, smelting, manufacturing,
and tr-msporting the nonterrestrial material.
One material we expect to need in increasing quantities in LEO
is oxygen, mainly for use as the oxidizer in propellant. We might
he able to supply oxygen economically from the Moon for use
in IEO. Oxygen is the most ahundant element in the lunar
rcgolith, where it occurs in chemical comhination with metallic
elements (Haskin and Wan-en, 1991 ). There remains the
possihility that water. another potential source of oxygen, will he
found at the lunar poles (Anwld, 1979; Lanzerotti and Brown,
1981 ), hut we ignore that possihility here.
Other hodics with even lower gravity than the Moon are also
potential sources of oxygen for use in 1£0. However, we cannot
at this time estimate accurately the economics of providing
oxygen from Phohos, Deimos, or a near-Earth asteroid relative to
lunar oxygen or terrestrial oxygen. While we have theoretical
reasons to helieve that some asteroids and possihly the satellites
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of Mars may have water hound in their minerals, we have not
verified the presence of such water hy direct ohscrvation. We do
not know the natures of the regoliths of these hodies or how to
mine them. (We know little enough about how to mine the
Moon.) We do not know how much more difficult mining and
extr-.1ction might he on hodies with nearly zero gravity than on
the Moon with its one-sixth gravity. For now, the only extraterrestrial materials that we know enough ahout to plan in some
detail to use are those ahundant materials \\nose chemical and
physical characteristics and setting we know, namely, the lunar
soils and, at Hadley Rille, mare ha<;alts. We note that there is
currently no means to transport mining and extrnction apparatus
from Earth to either the Moon or the other bodies.
We believe the Moon, hecause of its proximity and because of
our knowledge of its regolith, is the most sensihly accessihle
source of significant amount-; of cxtr-Jterrestrial material for the
near future. Furthermore, it may he fea'iihlc to extract hydrogen
for use a'i a propellant, so hoth fuel and oxidizer can he furnished
for use on the Moon and in LEO (Haskin, 1991 ). Although the
Moon apparently accreted vel)' low initial concentrations of
volatile materials such as water and carhon compouml'i, and even
if it does not have ahundant polar water per se. its soils contain
large quantities (albeit at very low concentrntions) of hydrogen,
carbon, nitrogen, and nohlc ga<;es of solar \\ind origin.
'Ille purpose of this paper is to add to our understanding of
how lunar material might he used a-; a source of oxygen. In
particular, we report results of experiments on electrolysis a'i a
means of producing oxygen, metals, and silicates of altered
composition. Electrolysis is well suited to lunar conditions in the
sense that it does not require an extensive set of companion
processes to produce specialized reagents or materials present in
Earth's environment hut absent on the Moon. It docs not require
a continuous supply of materials from Earth. It docs not require
water for use a'i a cheap extracting agent or cooling agent, or
air to serve a'i an oxidizing agent or cooling agent. It docs not
require terrestrial reagents such a'i wood, coal, or even limestone,
nor does it require prepared chemicals to serve a'i reagents or
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feedstocks. It will not be compromised by the Moon's strong
vacuum and should not be strongly affected by its low gravity.
It requires only heat, electrical power, and a suitable electrolytic
cell. It can use a relatively unspecialized feedstock such as finely
pulverized lunar soil, and can make use of available sunlight for
heat and electrical power.
We have begun laboratory bench-scale testing to determine
whether electrolysis of molten lunar soil or rock should be further
considered as a viable process for smelting on the Moon to yield
oxygen gas and iron and silicon metals. Our approach is to
understand the fundamental electrochemcial properties of silicate
melts and to estimate from them the parameters of an electrolytic
separation system. In particular, we have adapted well understood
procedures for voltammetry and chronopotentiometry and applied
them to silicate melts at high temperatures, and have identified
the competing anodic and cathodic reactions ( Semkow et al,
1982; Semkow and Haskin, 1985). We have measured conductivities of simulated lunar silicates. We have made a preliminary
determination of the efficiency for the reduction of Fe 2+ and
Si(IV) to metal. We have evaluated the pos.5ibility that transition
metal silicates conduct electronically. We have measured efficiencies for production of 0 2 as functions of the partial pressure
of oxygen surrounding the melt (f0 2 ), electrode potential, and
melt composition. Finally, we have made first-cut estimates of the
operating parameters for a producing electrolytic cell.

ELECTRODE REACTIONS
While previous studies ( oppenbeim, 1968; Kesterke, 1971;
Iindstrom and Haskin, 1979) showed clearly that oxygen gas and
iron metal are products of the electrolysis of silicate melts with
compositions similar to those of the basaltic lavas that we find
in the lunar maria, they did not include investigations of the
nature of the electrode reactions or their kinetics. 111is is a
difficult problem if one begins with a melt as complex as a basaltic
lava, so we have done many of our fundamental studies in molten
diopside (CaMgSi 20 6 ) to which FeO has been added. To a very
rough approximation, but one adequate for our purposes, the bulk
composition of basaltic magmas corresponds to half diopside and
half plagioclase feldspar ( CaA1 2Si 2 0 8 ). Our initial results for
mixtures of diopside and felcbpar show that the types of reactions
are the same as, or very similar to, those in diopside. We conclude
that our studies pertaining to diopsidic melt are applicable to
basaltic melts as well.

Cathodic Reactions
There are two major metal-producing cathodic reactions; one
is the following
Cathodic: Fe 2+ + 2e·

= Fe0

(1)

Nickel, cobalt, and zinc existing as Ni 2+, co 2•, and Zn 2• in diopsidic melt each show a simple, reversible, two-electron transfer
reduction (Semkow et al., 1982). Our preliminary studies of iron
(Rizzo, 1976 ), which is present partly as Fe 2+ and partly as Fe 3+,
suggest that the reduction of Fe 2+ is also a simple reversible
proces.'i, as represented by equation ( l ). However, these studies
involved metallic-state atoms dissolved in the silicate melt. The
reduction of the cations to solid or liquid metal in a separate
phase would occur at potentials a few hundred millivolts more

negative than observed in the studies of Semkow et al. and Rizzo.
(The exact difference depends on the activities of the oxidized
and reduced species in the melts.)
The second major metal-forming cathodic reaction is the
reduction of Si(IV) [equation (2)]. The silicon, depending on
conditions, will be alloyed to varying extents with iron.
Cathodic: Si( IV)+ 4e· = Si 0

(2)

A competing cathodic reaction is reduction of Fe 3• that is
present in the feedstock or produced at the anode [equation ( 3)).
This reaction is important when the concentration of Fe 2 +
exceeds a few percent (discussed in detail below).
Cathodic: Fe 3• + e· = Fe 2+

(3)

Another competing cathodic reaction, the reduc_tion of 0 2
[equation ( 4)), can become important at oxygen fugacities above
10- 4. Since the cell produces an atmosphere of oxygen above it,
and since oxygen is slightly soluble in silicate melts (Henry's Law
constant -0.023 moles/liter/atmosphere in diopside at 1450°C;
Semkow and Haskin, 1985 ), some oxygen is reduced at the cathode as in equation ( 4 ).
Cathodic: 0 2 + 4e· = 20 2 •
These reactions [equations ( 3) and ( 4)) compete with the
reduction of Fe2+ and Si(IV) for electrons and Glll significantly
reduce the efficiency of metal production.
Reductions of minor and trace cations such as Cr 3•, cr2+, n 1+,
n3+, and Mn 2+ may also occur, but we have not yet determined
the conditions for this.

Anodic Reactions
Initially, we considered the principal anodic reaction to be the
following (Iindstrom and Haskin, 1979)
Anodic: 20 2 · = 0 2 + 4e·

( 5)

However, the reaction that produces oxygen at the anode is more
complicated than equation ( S) implies. Concentrations of oxide
ion are buffered at very low levels in these melts, (approximately
10· 5 mole/liter; Semkow and Haskin, 1985 ). In principle, the
buffering reaction should ensure a steady supply of 0 2·, according
to the equilibrium represented by equation ( 6 ). However, the
equilibrium concentration of 0 2· is low, and the rate of
depolymerization to yield 0 2· by reaction of a pair of nonbridging
oxygens is slow. Thus, reaction ( 5) is unimportant to practical
electrolysis.
Melt: 2(Si0-) = (Si-0-Si) + 0 2·

(6)

In equation ( 6 ), ( SiO-) represents a "nonbridging" oxygen attached to a silicon that is part of a polymer chain, and (Si-0-Si)
represents a "bridging" oxygen attached to two Si atoms and part
of a polymer chain. Bridging oxygens are presumed to form
covalent bonds between two Si atoms, and nonbridging oxygens
are presumed to bond covalently with one Si and more or les.'i
ionically with some other cation such as Fe 2+ or Mg 2•. Independent polymer chains become linked together, or a single, long
chain becomes linked to itself, when reaction ( 6) takes place.
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The important anode reaction thus involves the breakdown of
silicate anion, resulting in an increase in the extent of polymerization of the melt, as shown in equation (7). The rate of this
reaction is fust.
Anodic 4(Si0-) = 2(Si-O-Si) + 0 2 + 4e-
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CONSTRAINTS ON CEll DESIGN
To calculate how much power is required to extract a given
amount of product, we must know the resistance of the
electrolytic cell and the efficiency at which Oi, Fe0 , and Si 0 are
produced. These two parameters are functions of the potential
imposed between the electrodes, the composition of the silicate
used as feedstock, the oxygen fugacity, and the cell configuration
(including surface areas of the electrodes and distance between
the electrodes). By measuring melt conductivities and production
efficiencies as functions of composition and potential, it becomes
possible to demonstrate that a cell of reasonable and robust dimensions can be designed. Furthermore, by estimating the purity
of the products and determining the effect of the product on
various possible electrodes (most of which effects can be gleaned
from the metallurgical literature), it is possible to put constraints
on the type of materials that could survive as electrodes.
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Fig. 1. Conductivities of melts of simulated Apollo I 5 mare basalt,
simulated anorthosite rock, ilmenite, and mixtures of simulated Apollo I 5
mare basalt and ilmenite are shown as a function of alternating current
frequency. Note that conductivity increases as the state of polymerization
of the silicate anions (highest in anorthosite, absent in ilmenite) decreases.
Note also the increase in conductivity with temperature for 50:50
mixtures of simulated mare basalt and ilmenite. Values determined in our
laboratory (Lewis, 1985 ), but multiplied by l.4 3 to correct for an
erroneous value of the cell constant used in that work).

Silicate Conductivity
Resistance of the cell is a function of electrode surf.tee area,
distance between electrodes, and conductivity of the chosen
feedstock. The power needed to drive the electrolysis increases
as resistance increa">es. Thus, the limitations on the power that
can be delivered, the size and weight of the electrolysis cell, and
the distance the electrodes must be apart to remain robust during
transport and use constrain the conductivity that the melt must
have in order to conduct current adequately. Therefore, we have
determined the conductivities in the temperature range 14 2015500 C of molten silicates with compositions similar to those of
molten lunar rocks and soils. These determinations, like most of
our other electrochemical measurements, were made on small
samples (80-IOOmg each) of silicate melts suspended in
horizontal loops of Pt wire and held there by surf.tee tension (see
Lindstrom and Haskin, 1979 ). For conductivity measurements, a
second Pt wire pas..">ed through each melt at right angles to the
plane of the wire loop. The potential drop between the electrodes
and across a series reference resistor provided a measurement of
potential and resistance. Potentials between the electrodes of a
few millivolts were used.
The values lie in the range 0.08-40 ohms- 1cm- 1 and are strongly
dependent on melt composition, as shown in Figs. I and 2 (at
high alternating current frequencies). These values appear
adequate for robust cell design, a-; discus..">ed in more detail below.
Compositions of melts, made up from high-purity oxide powders,
are given in Table 1. A systematic variation in conducth,ity with
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Fig. 2. Conductivities of molten diopside ( CaMgSi 20(,) and of diopside
mixed with FeO, which increases the concentration of mobile cations and
decreao;es the extent of silicate polymerization, and with alumina (Al 2 0~),
which increa..es the extent of anion polymerization and lowers the
conductivity. Note that the conductivities of diopside and of diopside
mixed with alumina decrease with decreasing alternating current
frequency, as expected for polarized melt~ that serve as dielectrics. In
contrast, the conductivity of melt~ containing Fe 2• does not change
appreciably with decreasing frequency, owing to reduction of Fe 2• at the
cathode and oxidation of Fe 2• at the anode.
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Compositions of melts used for conductivity studies
(given as oxide wt%).

Si0 2
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Al203
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composition is observed and is shown in Fig. 3. The coefficients
of the compositional parameters plotted along the abscissa were
determined by linear regression.
The theoretically expected variation of conductivity with composition at constant temperature can be expressed by equation (9).
Conductivity

o::. ~X;D;Z 2 ;

(9)

In equation ( 9 ), X; is the molar concentration of i, D; the
diffusivity of i, and Z; the charge of i (Rieger, 1987, p. 160). This
expression is similar to our empirical relationship of Fig. 3, and
the values of our regression coefflicients should be related to
D;Z 2;. Estimating values for D; from the work by Hendersen et al.
( 1%1 ) and Fig. 8 of Henderson et al. ( 1985 ), we have estimated
values for D;Z 2; and compare them to our regression coefficients
in Fig. 4. The correlation supports the use of our empirical relationship to describe the variation of conductivity with composition.
2
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Fig. 3. Dependence of conductivity at 1425°C on melt composition.
Symbols for oxides sund for mole fraction in the empirical equation used
to calculate the values along the abscissa; values of the coefficients were
detennined by linear regression. Except where noted, data are from Lewis
(1985). R2 =0.99. Compositions are: 1 =Apollo 15 basalt (Al5);
2=A15+20%llm; 3=Al5+50%llm; 4=Di; 5=Di+0.5%Fe0;
6=Di+5%Fe0; 7=Di+20%Al 20 3 ; 8=Hd; 9=Di+0.5%Ni0;
IO= Di+ 50% An; 11 =Al 5 + 20% llm (FeO free); 12 =Al 5 (FeO free);
13 = Anorthositic gabbro; 14 = Wo + 20% Al 20 3 ; 15 = Wo + 50% An;
16 = Wo + 40%Al 2 0 3 ; 17 =Ge+ 50%An; 18 ==An+ 20% Si0 2 ; 19 =
An + 35% Si02 ; 20 == Anorthosite (from du Fresne and Schroeder, 1983 ).
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Fig. 4. Comparison between the coefficients detennined by linear
regression in the plot of Fig. 3 and estimates of electric mobilities
(diffusivity times charge squared) of selected cations. Diffusivities for TI4 +,
Mg2 ', and Fe2+ were not available and are approximated roughly from
Fig. 8 of Hendersen et al. ( 1985 ). The regression coefficients correlate
well with expected electric mobilities suggesting that Fe 2 ' does not cause
an unexpected increase in conductivity, such as might result from
electronic conduction.

Efficiencies of Production
We consider two things pertaining to the efficiency of
production of 0 2 and metals. First, there was reason to suspect
that significant electronic conduction might occur ( semiconduction by electrons or holes). Electronic conduction in silicate melts
has been previously proposed (e.g., du Fresne and Schroeder,
1983; Mackenzie, 1%2; and Simnad et al., 1954). The initial suggestion of this, made by Simnad et al. ( 1954 ), was based on an
observed decrease in efficiency of oxygen production with
increasing Fe concentrations in a series of melts consisting of FeO
and Si0 2 in different proportions. Other evidence includes the
absence of any observed change in conductivity during fusion of
FeO, which is known to be semiconducting a.'i a solid (Mackenzie,
1962 ). If there were a large component of electronic conduction,
our electrolytic cell would be shorted out and efficiencies would
be low.
Second, efficiencies for a given product are affected by reactions
such as the reduction of Fe 3+ to Fe 2+ at the cathode and the oxidation of Fe 2• at the anode, which in turn depend on the composition of the melt. The composition of the melt also affects the
composition of the metal produced through the proportions of
Si( IV) and Fe 2+ reduced at the cathode.
Electronic conductivUy in iron-bearing slHcates? The near
constancy of conductivity with alternating current frequency seen
in Fig. 1 does not at first appear to be consistent with current
flow by simple ionic conductivity in the melt. If a direct potential
is emplaced across two electrodes in an ionic melt, ions of
positive charge migrate toward the cathode and those with
negative charge away from it, and vice versa for the anode. This
process continues only momentarily, until the electric field
produced by the external potential is matched by an equal
potential of opposite polarity resulting from partial separation of
charges in the melt, a condition known a.'i "polarization" of the
melt. When this occurs, no more net separation of charge can
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occur in the melt, and the current falls to zero. Thus, the melt
serves as a dielectric and the device behaves as a capacitor, unless
potentials arc high enough to reduce or oxidize ions in the melt,
in which case the discharge of ions at the two electrodes offSets
the polarization.
At high alternating current frequencies, there is insufficient time
for ions to migrate far enough in one direction to polarize the
melt. Thus, potential differences between electrodes induce migration of ions within the melt, resulting in flow of current. As
the frequency of the alternating current is decreased, partial
polarization takes place, decreasing the average strength of the
electric field over each cycle, and thus decreasing the mean value
of the current per cycle. Finally, at the lowest of frequencies
(direct current), the melt polarizes completely and there is no
current beyond the initial polarizing current.
The expected decrease of conductivity with decreasing
alternating current frequency is readily seen for molten diopside,
CaMgSi 20r,, and for molten mixtures of diopside and alumina
(Fig. 2). Addition of even a small amount of FeO to the melt
drastically increases the conductivity of diopside at low alternating
current frequencies. This effect ha'> been interpreted by some
investigators a'i suggesting electronic conductivity in transition
metal-bearing silicates. The same effect is seen when CoO or NiO
are added to the melts.
Efficient electrolysis requires that pa'isage of current between
melt and electrode he by discharge of ions at the electrode, not
by direct transfer of mobile electrons and holes that can move
through the melt. Thus, we have done experiment"> to determine
wht:ther an appreciable fraction of the conductivity in ironhcaring silicate melts is by strictly electronic means. The evidence
suggests that there is no apprt:ciahlc electronic conductivity. The
rea'i<.ms are a'i follows:
I. The increao;e in conductivity per mole of divalent ion added
is nearly the same for the transitional elements Fc 2 +, Co1 +, Ni 2+,
and Zn 2+ a'i for the nontransitional clements Mg 2 + and Ca1 +. It
correspond<; closely to the incrca'iC expected per mole from
increasing the concentrations of mobile divalent cations relative
to sluggish, highly polymerized silicate anions. The relative cffect'i
of different cations on conductivity can he seen from Figs. 3 and
4. 'Ille incrca'iC in conductivity from adding Fe 2+ is dose to that
expected bao;ed on Fc 2 + diffusivity, suggesting that the melt structure docs not change in a fundamental way to enable a new form
of conductivity when the tran<;itional clement'> arc added.
2. The conductivities of diopside and diopsidc plus alumina
(Fig. 2) arc low compared with that of diopsidc plus small concentrations of added FcO. If the difference reflects electronic
conduction by iron-hearing melts, the hulk of the conduction in
those melts should be electronic. However, preliminary mea.-.urcment of the efficiency of electrolysis for reduction of Fc 2 + to Fe0
in our test ~)'Stem ( :>60%; Lirulstrom et al., 1986) shows that the
hulk of the conducthdty must be ionic. In these small samples,
we expect that at lea'it some Fe-~+ and 0 1 find their way to the
cathode through convection, requiring that some additional
oxidation and reduction take place. This leaves little, if any, current to be accounted for by electronic transport.
3. Addition of the transition metal ion zni+ raises the
conductivity at high frequencies to an extent commensurate on
a per mole ba'iis to that of the other divalent ions, hut docs not
maintain the level of conductivity at low frequencies that Fe 1+,
Co 1+, and Ni 1 + do. Thus, an ion that can be reduced almost a'i
easily a'i Fc 1+, Co 2+, and Ni 2+ docs not show the effect.
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This suggests that the ability of Fe 2 +, Co 1 +, and Ni 2+ to be reduced to the metallic state or oxidized to the 3+ state accounts
for the relatively high conductivities at low alternating current
frequencies. The tendency for Fe 1 + to oxidize to Fe~+ competes
with oxygen production, and this presumably explains the
observations of Simruul et al. ( 1954 ). In ~)'Stems containing those
ions, whatever polarity the electrodes have, ion'i can he discharged
at both electrodes. This cannot occur when only Mg 2+ or Ca 1 +
is present, because their reduction potentials exceed the breakdown potential for polymeric silicate and their oxidation potentials would he extremely high. It cannot occur when Zn 2+ is
added because, although Zn 2+ reduces readily at the cathode, its
oxidation potential is so high that no complementary anodic
reaction can occur.
Given this mechanism for maintenance of the high conductivity,
we can describe the resistance of our electrolytic cell, at lca'it
approximately, in terms of the circuit diagram shown in Fig. 5.
The resistance Ri represents the resistance of the melt to ionic
conduction (related to the intrinsic mobilities of the ions in the
melt); R._. represent'> the resistance a'i'i<.>eiatcd with reduction at
the cathode and is related to the reduction potential"> of Fe 2+ and
Si(IV) and their concentrations in the melt; R, represents the
resistance as.'i<.>eiatcd with oxidation at the anode and is related
to the oxidation potential of the silicate anion'i; C represent"> tht:
electrode-melt capacitance.
Competing reactions at the cathode. As discus..o;ed above,
several competing reactions can occur at the cathode along with
the reduction of Fe 2+. We have estimated the dependence of the
efficiency of Fe metal production on potential and on electrolyte
composition by a combination of theoretical treatment and experiment. Experiment~ were designed to determine the difference
between "background" current flow ( related to reductions other
than Fc 2+) and total current. This wa~ done by mea">uring current
as a function of potential (in this cao;e, cathodic potential relative
to the potential of the hulk electrolyte) for both a silicate melt
containing Fe 2+ and a silicate melt in which a molar-equivalent
amount of electroinactive Mg2 + had been substituted for Fe 2+.

A/C

Fig, S. Circuit diagram model to represent the electrical properties of
the molten silicates. The overall resistance of the cell to alternating
current stems from the combined resistance of ionic condm:tivity ( R; ),
the threshold potentials for the cathodic and anodic redox reactions ( R;
and R,), and the charging current capacitance of the cell a~ it polarizes
(C).
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Figure 6 shows cathodic current as a function of electrode
potential for several compositions. The "background" current is
for a composition in which Mg2+ has been substituted for Fe 2+.
This current is related primarily to the reduction of Si( IV). If we
~ume that no current is lost to electronic conduction (as
discussed above), then the figure gives a rough estimate of the
relative amounts of the total current that can be attributed to the
Fe 2+ and Si( IV) reductions at various potentials and Fe 2+ concentrations. However, for these compositions and potentials, much
of the reduced Fe0 is dissolved in the melt or in the Pt electrodes
and does not exist as precipitated, pure metallic Fe.
Threshold potentials for the precipitation of pure metallic Fe
were calculated from the data presented by Grove ( I 98 I ) and
are plotted as a function of cation mole percent of Fe 2+ in Fig. 7.
Figure 7 indicates that, in the range of potentials 0 to -250 mV,
pure metallic Fe can only be precipitated at concentrations
>I I mol% Fe 2+ (or FeO). Comparison with Fig 6 indicates that
at those potentials and concentrations, the amount of Fe 2+
reduced will be very large compared to the amount of Si( IV)
reduced.
We conclude that at high Fe 2+ concentrations (>20% FeO) and
low potentials (e.g., 0 to -0.4 V at f0 2 = 10·8 ), the cathode
product is primarily Fe0 . At lower Fe 2+ concentrations ( <5% FeO)
and higher potentials (e.g., >0.4 V at f0 2 = 10-8 ), the cathodic
product is primarily Si 0 .
Competing reactions at the anode. Efficiency of Oz
production [defined as moles of Oz produced/ (moles of electrons
p~d through the melt/4)] is calculated from the amount of Oz
produced and the measured total current flow in an electrolysis
experiment. The amount of Oz produced is determined from the
difference in sample weight before and after the experiment.
We find that the primary reaction competing with oxygen formation at the anode is the oxidation of Fez+. This oxidation
controls the dependence of oxygen produl."lion efficiency on
electrode potential, oxygen fugacity, and electrolyte composition.
Oxygen production efficiency decreases as Fe 2+ concentration
increases. Fe 2+ concentration increases both as the melt becomes
richer in iron and as oxygen fugacity decreases. If we assume that
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defined in Grove ( 1981 ), AFeO = XFe 2•/(XFe 2• + XMg2+ + XCa 2+ + XAJ3• XK' - XNa') where X denotes cation mole fraction. An approximate
conversion to a standard state of activity of Fe2• defined as a simple cation
fraction is shown along the top of the figure. Note that these potentials
are somewhat more negative than the lowest potentials in Fig. 6, in which
significant current flow is observed, reflecting the dissolution of the Fe0
of the experiments of Fig. 6 in the melt and in the Pt electrodes.
Fig. 7.

all the current is related to oxidation of either oxygen ions or
Fe 2+, we can estimate the relative proportions of the current
attributable to each oxidation by equation (IO), where %Fez+ is
the percent of the current attributed to the oxidation of Fe 2+, %Oz
is the percent of the current producing oxygen, X(Fez') is the
cation mole fraction of Fe 2+, and X( oz·) is the mole fraction of
oxidizable oxygen (which we assume is constant).

( 10)

If we further normalize the concentrations of these electoractive species such that %Fez+ + %Oz = I 00%, equation ( l O) can
be modified to yield equation ( I I ).

(11)
Hedenbur9itic melt

basaltic melt

This relationship adequately describes the observed dependence of 0 2 efficiency on composition and oxygen fugacity, as is
shown in Fig. 8. The dependence of %Oz on total Fe (rather than
ferrous Fe) [equation ( I 3)] can be obtained from the expression
for equilibrium [equations ( I 2) and ( I l) ].

C 10% FeO)

(I2)

•

D1ops1d1c melt •

•

•

0
-400

-300

••

3%Fe

background

-200

-100

E CmV) (cathode - reference)

Fig. 6. Proportions of current (as a function of cathode potential) that
can be attributed to Si(IV) reduction (background) and Fe 2 + reduction

(other curves minus background) for melts of several Fe 2• concentrations.
Note that the proportion from Fe 2• reduction increases as Fe 2 •
concentration increases and decreases with increasing potential.

In equation ( 12 ), llG is the Gibbs Free Energy for the oxidation
of FeO to Fe01. 5. XFeo (or Fe 2+; we express the concentrations
for all cations as cation mole fractions) can be expressed as
X1ota1FelfD/•e-.lG/RT + I) and substituted into equation (I I) to give
equation (I 3 ).
%02/(100-%02)

= X0 2.(fD2e.lG/RT + l)/Xiota1Fe

( I3)

tlG is a function of composition and temperature, and estimates
of its value can be made from studies such as that of Sack et al.
( I980).
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The dependence of 0 2 efficienq on cell potential (Fig. 9) can
also be related to the oxidation of Fe 2+. The low point in the
oxygen efficiency cuIVe is near the reduction potential for Fe-~+.
(Based on Fe 3+ reduction potentials, we estimate about 35-65%
of the Fe 2+ is oxidized at these potentials.) At potentials less negative than the reduction potential for Fe 3+, only a small fraction
of the Fe 2• is oxidized to Fe 3+ (we estimate 5-10% ). At higher
potentials the amount of Fe 2+ that is oxidized is small compared
to the amount of oxygen because oxygen is so much more
abundant in the melt than Fe 2+. However, for melt"> with high Fe 2 +
concentrations, increasing the potential does not significantly
increase the efficiency of 0 2 production. We conclude that high
efficiencies for 0 2 production require low Fe 2+ concentrations,
high oxygen fugacity (from the point of view of high Fe 3+/Fe 2+,
but not from the point of view of the competing cathode reduction of 0 2 ), and high potentials. These conditions are the opposite
of those required for high Fe0 production efficiencies.

Fig. 9. Dependence of 0 2 production efficiency on potential. The lowest
efficiences are near the Fe 3• reduction potential. Bars show estimates of
uncertainty.
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Electrode Materials
Several considerations must be made in choosing a material for
the cathode. First, the cathode must be inert to or in equilibrium
with the cathodic product. The cathode must either be solid itself
or it must be contained within a solid that is inert to or in equilibrium with the cathode material, the cathode product, and the
silicate melt. Because a solid product may short out the cell by
forming dendrites that bridge between electrodes, it is also
desirable that the cathode material have a melting point higher
than that of the cathodic product. Because the cathodic product
will be mostly Fe0 and Si 0 (minor amounts of Mn°, Ti 0 , and Cr0
being ignored here), the Si-Fe phase diagram (Fig. IO) is one key
to the composition of the cathode.
Basically, three types of Si or Si-Fe electrodes can be used, each
one stable relative to different compositions of Si 0 -Fe0 melt. These
are pure Si 0 (stable relative to a molten Si-Fe alloy between 0
and about 40 wt% Fe), Fe( 67 wt% )-Si alloy (stable relative to a
molten Si-Fe alloy between about 50 and 78 wt% Fe), and solid
solutions between about 87% and I 00')(, Fe 0 (stable relative to
a melt that is only slightly more Si 0 -rich than the solid electrode).
For an electrolysis aimed at high oxygen production efficiency

(therefore having low Fe 2+ concentrations in the electrolyte with
a high Si/Fe ratio in the cathodic product), a Si 0 electrode may
be the one of choice despite the high resistivity of Si 0 . For
electrolysis aimed at Fe 0 production, the Fe-rich alloy electrode
may be the one of choice. At high temperatures (e.g., >1200°C),
the specific conductivities of these proposed electrode materials
are high enough to serve in a practical cell (Fe: Weast, 1982; Si:
Pearson and Bardeen, 1949 ).
An alternative approach may be applicable if nearly pure Fe 0
is precipitated at the cathode. It is an Fe0 cathode that also serves
as the container and is dynamically cooled such that its outer
portions are solid and it"> inner portions are molten.
A third approach is adapted from one formerly used in the
commercial production of Fe-Si alloys. In that process, heat was
provided by electrodes positioned near the middle of an electric
furnace. The iron silicate feed">tock melted in the middle of the
furnace but remained chilled against the container walls. The
chilled margin served as immlation protecting the container from
the reactive silicate melt and the Fe-Si alloy product (Greiner,
1933, p. 17).
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For the anode, we suggest Pt, possibly in the fom1 of a screen
to aid the escape of oxygen bubbles. Silicate melts arc extremely
corrosive, and few materials can retain their integrity when
subjected to them. In preliminary studies ( Semkow and Haskin,
1986) we investigated the oxidization of Pt as a function of
electrode potential and time. In an air atmosphere at 1300° to
l 500°C, formation of oxides was the most r.ipid when the
potential of the Pt anode was about 0.2 V positive relative to a
separate Pt reference electrode in the same melt. The electrodic
oxidation was complex and only a portion of it appeared to be
reversible. Nevertheless, during a 5-hr electrolysis of 10 g of
molten, iron-rich basalt simulant at a current density of 2.5 A/cm 2
at 1560°C, during which vigorous production of oxygen bubbles
was observed, little if any Pt was lost from the anode, a Pt ·wire
of 0.083-cm diameter. Furthermore, efficiencies of as much as
85'!<> for production of 0 2 indicate that little of the oxygen reacts
with the Pt of the electrode. We surmise that the interior of the
electrode may be protected by an outer layer of oxide, and that
the rate of evolution of oxygen gas may be in a steady state
equilibrium set by the rates of formation and thermal decomposition of oxide in the layer.

EXAMPLE CEIL PARAMETERS
Our purpose in this section is to demonstrate that, given our
measured conductivities and production efficiencies, an electrolytic cell of reasonable dimensions and production volume can
be designed. The variables whose values determine the necessary
size and power requirements for the cell include the current
necessary to provide oxygen at the desired rate (which must take
into account the efficiencies of production), the required energy
for the reduction and oxidation processes (including the energy
to reduce the oxides and any overpotential required to overcome
kinetic problems), and the energy lost to resistance heating of
the melt (related to the electrode surface area, the distance
between the electrodes, and the melt conductivity).
Some of these variables are constrained by the demands of
reasonable cell construction. We select an electrode separation
distance >0. 5 cm to make sure that the cell will be physically
robust. Somewhat arbitr.uily, we have constrained the anode and
cathode surface areas each to be less than 30 m 2 . Some 200 m 2
of electrode surface area can be fit into 1 m-' volume if 1 m 2, twosided electrodes are each 1 cm apart. The power should be kept
as low as feasible to keep costs low and must not cause runaway
heating of the melt. We also choose a production rate for 0 2 of
1 tonne per 24 hr. With these constraints in mind, the effect of
conductivity and 0 2 production efficiency on power requirements
are seen in Figs. 11 and 12.
In these figures, the potential required to reduce Fe 2+ and
Si( IV) is taken to be 1.6 V This potential is considerably greater
than that nece&'ial)' to reduce Fe 2+ and is sufficient to reduce
Si(IV). For conductivities above about 0.4 ohm- 1cm· 1, efficiencies
>0.85 (or 85% ), and electrode surface areas >20 m 2 , the power
required quickly approaches the theoretical minimum value of
0.224 MW. These are encouraging results but, as demonstrated
above, efficiency of oxygen production is favored by low Fe 2+
concentrations in the melts. The effect of this is seen in Fig. 13,
which illustrates power requirements for several different compositions with different 0 2 efficiencies and conductivities.
As seen from the figure, the power requirement to electrolyze
the high-Fe compositions is high, in the r.mgc 24-48 MWhr/tonne
0 2 . This limits us to using either a relatively specialized lunar ma-
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terial such a'i dunite, which ha-; high concentrations of Mg 2+ and
thus good conductivity and which also ha'i a low concentration
of Fe 2+, or using a more common material such as magnesian
norite or anorthositic norite, which have lower conductivities.
Dunite is not known to be a'i readily available (e.g., in soil form)
as materials of more noritic or ba'ialtic compositions, and its high
liquidus temperatures make it harder to work with (its liquid us
temperatures exceed the melting temperatures of the proposed
Si electrodes and container). However, a'i will be shown below,
basaltic and noritic materials work well because their concentrations of Fe 2+ and Si( IV) are lowered during the progress of electrolysis, increa'iing the efficiency and conductivity of the melt.
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Given the data presented in this paper and the thermodynamic
data of Robie and Waikhaum ( I 968 ), presented in Fig. 14, it is
possible to follow theoretically the progress of the electrolysis of
a single batch of basalt and calculate the power required to produce l tonne of0 2 . In these calculations we a-;sume ideal solution
in the melt and in the metal produced, which introduces some
error into the results. However, our own observations of silicate
breakdown potential and those of Grove ( 1981) for FeO (e.g.,
see Fig. 14) demonstrate that for the reduction of Fe 2+ and Si( IV)
any resultant error in the estimates of power consumed will be
<20%. The reductions of other species [(AI-~+, Mg 2+, Ca 1+, Tt(IV)]
are given for demonstration and may not be numerically exact
although they are approximately correct.
In this theoretical electrolysis, we incrementally reduce 0.57 kg
of a six-component (Si0 2 = 46.2 wt%, Al 2 0~ = 12.6%, Ti0 1 =
2.8%, FcO = I 7.4%, MgO = 10.4%, CaO = 10.6%) ba..aitic melt of
a composition similar to Apollo 12 soil ( I 200 l; Laut and Papike,
1980 ). At each increment, we recompute the conductivity of the
melt (from the relationship in Fig. 3 ), the production efficiency
(from Fig. 8, ignoring contributions from the oxidation of TI\'),
and the equilibrium distribution of components between silicate
melt and metal [from the thermodynamic data of Robie and
Waldbaum ( 1968) and ma-;s balance constraints, using Newton's
method of approximation to solve numerically for the system of
12 nonlinear equations]. The computed variations in conductivity,
production efficiency, and remaining amounts of oxides in the
silicate melt are shown in Figs. I 5 and I 6. Although the computations were carried to the point that only Cao remained in
the liquid, precipitation of spinet would begin under the conditions of the hypothetical electrolysis (T = 1425°C) at about 3540 moles oxygen produced.
The potential applied across our imaginary electrolysis cell is
(14)
Here, Ee - EA is the potential required to reduce the oxides
(from which the equilibrium oxide/metal values are calculated),
-1"/c - T/A is the ovcrpotcntial required to drive the reaction at a

Fig. 14. Relationship between applied potential and equilibrium
activities in metal and silicate melt for several oxides at ID 2 = 10-:1 and
temperature = 1700 K Data are from Robie and Waldbaum ( 1968 ). The
line from Grm"' ( 1981) is from actual measurements in basaltic melts
translaled lo a standard state in which activity of FeO in the melt is defined
a~ cation mole fraction Fe 2 • to correspond to the standard state of this
study.
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Fig. 15. Moles of 0 2 produced as an index of the progress of electrolysis
at 1425°C are plotted against conductivity and 0 2 production efficiency
in accordance with the thought experiment described in the text. This
illustrates how these parameters would vary if no interfering process
occurred; in fuct, at this temperature, ~pinel is expected to precipitate
when 35-40 moles of oxygen have been produced.

sufficiently high rate (which we ao;sume is I 0% of Ee - EA), i is
the current, and R,,"' 11 is the cell resistance; R..ett = L/(K"A), where
L is the distance between electrodes, A is the surf.lee area of each
electrode, and K is the melt conductivity. For this exercise, we
have chosen L = 0.5 cm and A= 10 m 1 or 30 m 2. The value of
Ee - EA wao; either increao;ed incrementally from -0.7 to -2 V or
\Vas held constant at -1.5 V The value of p0 2 was held constant
at 10--~ atm and temperature was 1425°C. The current depends
on the constraint that at all times we produce oxygen at the rate
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Actual cell design would take into account that more favorable
cell parameters (e.g., larger electrode area or shorter distance
between electrodes) or more favorable feedstock conductivity
would reduce both the power required and the amount of waste
heat. It may be possible to select conditions under which a favorable steady-state composition can be attained for the material
in the cell. This composition would lie in the favorable range of
conductivity, one corresponding to a substantial reduction in
Si( IV) concentration. Such a composition could substantially reduce the excess resistance heating and the corresponding excess
power needed.
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of 1 tonne/24 hr (about 140,000 amperes) and on the efficiency
of oxygen production, or i (in amperes) == 140,000/02 efficiency.
The variations of potentials and current during the progress of
electrolysis for the case of A == 30 m 2 with Ee - EA increasing from
-0.7 to -2 V are shown in Fig. 17.
Energy requirements per tonne of 0 2 as a function of extent
of electrolysis are shown in Fig. 18. Energy values for three cases
are shown, A == 10 m 2 with potential increasing from -0. 7 to - 2 V,
A== 30 m 2 with potential increasing from -0.7 to -2 V, and
A == 30 m 2 with potential constant at - 1. 5 V. For reduction of onehalf of the Si(IV) originally in Apollo 12 soil with an electrode
of surface area of 30 m 2 and distance between electrodes ==
0.5 cm, the energy required per tonne of 0 2 is about 13 MWhr,
for an average power requirement of 0. 54 MW. Both the
conductivity and the production efficiency of the melt improve
during the progress of electrolysis; therefore, the extent to which
a melt can be electrolyzed depends only on whether the melting
point of the residual melt gets too high and, ultimately, on the
electrochemical properties of AI 3+, Ca 2+, and Mg2+, which we have
not yet studied. However, based on the phase diagrams of Osborn
et a/.. (I 954 ), about half the Si( IV) can be reduced before the
liquidus temperature rises above 1425°C and spine! becomes
insoluble. If half the original Si(IV) and TI(IV) is reduced, the
amount of Fe0 produced per 13 MWhr and per 24 hr and per
tonne 0 2 is about 0.81 tonne, the amount of Si 0 is about 0.65
tonne, the amount of 11° is 0.05 tonne, and the amount of residual
silicate melt (with a composition of roughly 40 wt% Si0 2, 2%
TIOi. 22% Al 20 3, 18% MgO, and 18% CaO) is about 3.5 tonnes.
The feedstock input rate required to derive 1 tonne of 0 2 per
day under the conditions of the exercise above is about 69 g of
feedstock per sec (6.0 tonnes/day). At a density of about 1.5 g/
cm:I for feedstock, this corresponds to some 47 cm 3 of feedstock
per sec.
We estimate the energy to convert lunar soil to melt at 1250° 1500° C to be about 480 cal/ g, which, at 69 g/sec, corresponds
to 0.14 MW. Considering that the reduction requires an additional
0.19 MW, the 0.54 MW (Fig. 18) to operate the cell adds excess
resistance heat to the cell at a rate of 0.21 MW This ''waste heat"
must be removed from the system.
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In any event, the power going into "waste heat" need not be
wasted. Some will be needed to make up for radiation losses from
the cell. Depending on conductivities and how the cell is
con.figured, the rest may be regarded as a by-product that can be
put to use. For example, both the "waste heat" and the heat
contained in the metal and silicate products could be used to heat
lunar soil to extract valuable solar-wind implanted gases ( H, C,
N, and noble gases), or to provide light and heat during the long
lunar night. Both the Fe-Si alloy and the residual silicate have to
be molten to convert them to useful products. Producing them
in the electrochemical cell merely requires that, for efficient use
of energy, the appropriatf' casting forms or drawing or spinning
devices handle these materials as they leave the cell.
We have not considered in detail the problems of containers
and operations in a cell at high temperature, how to remove and
handle the products, or the actual design of an efficient and robust
cell. We envision a continuous feed of lunar soil to the cell, and
melting of the feedstock by a combination of solar heating and
resistance heating. It would seem desirable to have the capability
to furnish the entire power for the cell by a source that would
not be disrupted by the long lunar nights. The distance between
the electrodes could be adjusted during the lunar day to reduce
the electrical heating and take advantage of presumably cheaper
solar heating (even, perhaps, power) during the lunar days, with
the main power coming from a source such as a nuclear reactor,
whose share would be increased during the lunar nights.
The apparatus must be housed in a gaHight container that will
capture the oxygen liberated and allow it to be pumped to storage
or shipping containers. The dimensions of the housing must be
large enough and the materials of the housing refractory enough
to be stable in the high-temperature and oxygenating conditions
of the cell.
The Si-Fe product can be purified by other techniques to yield
Si 0 and Fe0 or it can be used as ferrosilicon to take advantage
of the properties of high-Si iron. These include lower density,
corrosion resistance, higher resistivity, lower thermal conductivity,
either greater or lesser strength (depending on Si concentration),
increased hardness, and reduced ductility. Ferrosilicon can also
be used in the manufacture of silicon steels.
Pure Si 0 derived at the cathodes or extracted from the
purification of Fe-Si melt can be used in semiconductors (lowvolatile conditions on the Moon may make purification of Si easier
than it is on Earth), for surfacing mirrors (Si is currently used
on Earth for surfacing of dental mirrors), and in photocells.
Reoxidation of Si could yield high-purity SiOi, which could be
a source of transparent glass. The residual silicate melt can be
used to make beams, rod'i, tubes, plates, and fibers, which will
surely be important if not the dominant constructional materials
for use in space. These may have unusually good properties in
the water-free space environment, where water will not react with
stressed bridging oxygen bond'> (e.g., Blacic, 1985 ).
Iron produced by purification of Fe-Si alloys, or by electrolytic
precipitation of pure Fe0 may be tL'ied not only as constructional
material but for applications we would not consider seriotL'ily on
Earth, e.g., to surface mirrors (iron will not rust in low lunar pO 1 ),
or a'> electrical conductors. Copper is very rare on the Moon, and
Al is more difficult than Fe to wrest from lunar rock or soil.
The estimates given above demonstrate that the electrochemical properties of lunar silicate melt'> of themselves do not preclude a practical cell design. Because of the simplicity of the
concept and because the power required in this estimate is only
about twice the theoretical minimum for separating oxygen from
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silicate, we anticipate that the process may be quite competitive
with others that may be proposed for extracting oxygen from
lunar soil or other water-free extraterrestrial silicate materials.
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